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ABSTRACT
This work presents a framework for emotion recognition, based in facial expression analysis
using Bayesian Shape Models (BSM) for facial landmarking localization. The Facial Action
Coding System (FACS) compliant facial feature tracking based on Bayesian Shape Model. The
BSM estimate the parameters of the model with an implementation of the EM algorithm. We
describe the characterization methodology from parametric model and evaluated the accuracy
for feature detection and estimation of the parameters associated with facial expressions,
analyzing its robustness in pose and local variations. Then, a methodology for emotion
characterization is introduced to perform the recognition. The experimental results show that
the proposed model can effectively detect the different facial expressions. Outperforming
conventional approaches for emotion recognition obtaining high performance results in the
estimation of emotion present in a determined subject. The model used and characterization
methodology showed efficient to detect the emotion type in 95.6% of the cases.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This work is focus to the problem of emotion recognition in images sequences with varying facial
expression, ilumination and change pose in a fully automatic way. Although some progress has
already been made in emotion recognition, several unsolved issues still exist. For example, it is
still an open problem which features are the most important for emotion recognition. It is a
subject that was seldom studied in computer science. In order to define which facial features are
most important to recognize the emotion type, we rely on Ekman study to develop a methodology
which be able to perform a emotion recognition trough a robust facial expression analysis [1].
Although there have been a variety of works in the emotion recognition field, the results are not
yet optimal, because the techniques used for facial expressions analysis are not robust enough.
Busso et al. [2], presents a system for recognizing emotions through facial expressions displayed
in live video streams and video sequences. However, works such as those presented in [3] suggest
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that developing a good methodology of emotional states characterization based on facial
expressions, leads to more robust recognition systems. Facial Action Coding System (FACS)
proposed by Ekman et al. [1], is a comprehensive and anatomically based system that is used to
measure all visually discernible facial movements in terms of atomic facial actions called Action
Units (AUs). As AUs are independent of interpretation, they can be used for any high-level
decision-making process, including the recognition of basic emotions according to Emotional
FACS (EM-FACS), the recognition of various affective states according to the FACS Affect
Interpretation Database (FACSAID) introduced by Ekman et al. [4], [5], [6], [7]. From the
detected features, it is possible to estimate the emotion present in a particular subject, based on an
analysis of estimated facial expression shape in comparision to a set of facial expressions of each
emotion [3], [8], [9].
In this work, we develop a novel technique for emotion recognition based on computer vision
techniques by analysing the visual answers of the facial expression, from the variations that
present the facial features, specially those in regions of FACS. Those features are detected by
using bayesian estimation techniques as Bayesian Shape Model (BSM) proposed on [10], which
from the a-priori object knowledge (face to be analyzed) and being help by a parametric model
(Candide3 in this case) [11], allow to estimate the object shape with a high accuracy level. The
motivation for its conception, is an extension of the Active Shape Model (ASM) and Active
Appeareance Model (AAM) which predominantly considers the shape of an object class [12]
[13]. Although facial feature detection is widely used in facial recognition tasks, databases
searching, image restoration and other models based on coding sequences of images containing
human faces. The accuracy which these features are detected does not reach high percentages of
performance due some issues present at the scene as the lighting changes, variations in pose of
the face in the scene or elements that produce some kind of occlusion. Therefore, it is important
to analyze how useful would be the image processing techniques developed for this work. The
rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 provides a detailed discussion of model-based
facial feature extraction. Section 3 presents our emotion characterization method. Sections 4 and
5 discuss the experimental setup and results respectively. The paper concludes in Section 6, with
a summary and discussion for future research.

2. A BAYESIAN FORMULATION TO SHAPE REGISTRATION
The probabilistic formulation of shape registration problem contains two models: one denotes the
prior shape distribution in tangent shape space and the other is a likelihood model in image shape
space. Based on these two models we derive the posterior distribution of model parameters.
2.1 Tangent Space Approximation
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Fig. 1. The mean face model and all the training sets normalized face models [16]

3. EMOTION CHARACTERIZATION
3.1 Facial Expression Analysis
Facial expressions are generated by contraction or relaxation of facial muscles or by other
physiological processes such as coloring of the skin, tears in the eyes or sweat on the skin. We
restrict ourselves to the contraction or relaxation of the muscles category. The contraction or
relaxation of muscles can be described by a system of 43 Action Units (AUs) [1]
Labeling of the Emotion Type After choosing that AUs are used to represent the facial
expressions that correspond to each emotion, we chose Candide3 vertexes used to define the
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configuration of the face and the calculation of the FACS [11]. Figure 2 shows the shapes of the
Candide3 models playing each emotion.

Fig. 2. Shape of each emotion type

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this work we used the MUCT database which consists of 3755 faces from 276 subjects with 76
manual landmarks [16].

4.1 Evaluation Metrics
The shape model will be estimated for every subject, contemplating 5 changes of pose exposure
(-350 and 350 in the axis X and (-250 and 250) in the axis Y to simulate the nods) and 1 frontal,
with which 1124 images will be had for changes of pose exposure and 276 frontal images. The
first step is to compute the average error of the distance between the manually labeled landmark
for all training and test images. We compute the
points pi and points estimated by the model
relative error between the manually labeled landmark points and landmark points estimated by
the model for the eyelids region [17].
4.2 Landmarking The Training Set
The initial step is the selection of images to incorporate into the training set. In order to decide
which images will be include in the training set, the desired variations must be considered. In
order to include the whole region of the labeled face, there will be used a set of landmarks, which
consist in a group of 76 landmark points that depict the whole face regions in detail (eyes, nose,
mouth, chin, etc.) [16].

Fig. 3. Samples of the landmarking process
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After estimate the landmark points of BSM, procrustes analysis is performed to align an
estimated facial expression with respect to standard shape (Neutral emotion). Then, we extract all
the combinations of the estimated vertexes model and perform combinations of these sets
(complete set, set of eyes, eyebrows and mouth).

5. RESULTS
5.1 Bayesian shape Model Estimation Error
In Table 5.1, It can be seen that although the accuracy in the estimation of the points is greater for
images of the training set, the average error is also small for the test images. This is due to a
rigorous procedure in the training and model building in which there were considered to be the
biggest quantity of possible forms to estimate. Moreover, it is noted that although the average
error for images with changes in pose is a bit higher than in the case of frontal images, this
indicates that the accuracy in estimating the model is so high for images that show changes in the
pose of the face. Also, it is of highlighting that the times average of estimation of the model
BSM, they are relatively small which would help in applications on line.

5.2 Distribution on the Relative Error
Figure 4(a) shows the distribution function of the relative error against successful detection rate,
on which it is observed that for a relative error of 0:091 in the case of the adjustment of the right
eye, 0:084 for the left eye and 0:125 for the mouth region in frontal images, the detection rate is
100%, indicating that the accuracy in the BSM model fit is high. In addition to images with pose
variations in BSM is achieved 100% for adjusting the eye region for relative errors to 0:120,
0:123 and 0:13 for the mouth region; being this much lower than the established criterion of 0:25.
It is considered that the criterion Rerr < 0:25 is not adapted to establish a detection like correct
and can be not very suitable when it is desirable to realize facial features detection in images with
minor scale. That's why it is considered to be a successful detection for errors Rerr < 0:15 [18].
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Fig. 4. Shape of each emotion type.

Finally a set of fitting images by BSM model is shown in Figure 4(b) evidencing the robustness
of the proposed model.

5.3 Emotion Recognition
Table 2 shows the average success rates in the emotion detection obtained for all sets used in this
analysis using the MUCT database proving the high accuracy of the RMSE metric. Another
important factor in this parsing is the fact that the sets wich provide more evidence on the
emotional estimation state are the sets of B;C (mouth and eyebrow separated) with 95:6% of
average success rate, B;C;O (mouth, eyebrows and eyes separate set) with 92:2%, CO;B
(Eyebrow, Eyes together and Mouth separately) with 91:1%, and where the first of these provides
more discriminant results for the estimation of the emotional detection rate.
Table 2. Successful rate emotion recognition for MUCT database

.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper presents a bayesian shape model for emotion recognition using facial expression
analisys. By projecting shape to tangent shape, we have built the model describing the prior
distribution of face shapes and their likelihood. We have developed the BSM algorithm to
uncover the shape parameters and transformation parameters of an arbitrary figure. The analyzed
regions correspond to the eyes, eyebrows and mouth region on which detection and tracking of
features is done using BSM. The results show that the estimation of the points is exact and
complies with the requests for this type of systems. Through quantitative analysis, the robustness
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of the BSM model in feature detection is evaluated, and it is maintained in nominal pose for a
range between [-400 to 400] on X and [-200 to 200] for Y . The used model and the methodology
of characterization showed efficiency to detect the emotion type in 95:55% of the evaluated
cases, showing a high performance in the sets analysis for the emotion recognition.In addition,
due to high accuracy in detecting and characterizing features proposed to estimate parameters
associated with the emotion type, the designed system has great potential for emotion recognition,
being of great interest in human/computer research systems.
Due to the current problem of facial pose changes in the scene, it would be of great interest to
design a 3D model that will be robust to these variations. Also, Taking advantage of sets analysis
demonstrated in this work, it would be interesting to develop a system that in addition to use the
sets analysis, add an adaptive methodology to estimate the status of each facial action unit to
improve performance of the emotion recognition system.
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